Workin' It!: RuPaul's Guide To Life, Liberty, And The Pursuit Of Style
Synopsis

More than just a style guide, this is a navigation system through the bumpy road of life. Let RuPaul teach you the tried, tested and found true techniques that will propel you from background player to shining star! No more playing small, your time is now! "Workin’ It!" will provide helpful and provocative tips on fashion, beauty, style and confidence for girls and boys, straight and gay - and everyone in between! No one knows more about life, self-expression and style than RuPaul! With photos by Mathu Andersen from the new season of RuPaul’s Drag Race and a fresh look at style and inner beauty, "Workin’ It!" will pick up where the show leaves off. The book will be as colourful, fun, and intriguing as RuPaul, with insights into makeup, clothing choices and the illusion of drag. Fans of RuPaul will get piece of Ru’s philosophy on style and attitude - and how it’s more than the clothes that make the man, or woman! With four colour photos throughout and a fresh, funky design "Workin’ It!" will be the perfect guide to RuPaul - part style guide, part confidence manifesto, and entirely fabulous!
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Customer Reviews

I bought this book because I am a long time fan of RuPaul's work! I'm even hooked on "Rupaul's Drag Race"...the only reality TV show I watch; it's just TOO entertaining! Too bad this book doesn't live up to all of Ru's former success. I had a much more thorough review written until it got deleted by accident (sadface) so I will just summarize here: Pros:- Beautiful full color photos litter every other page of this book...some very fabulous shos of Ru in all her glamorous glory! - Insights into the workday schedule Ru had for filming her new show. We see just how hard a worker she has to be
and how much effort goes into getting all dolled up in drag.- Ru's ebullient personality shines, especially in the introduction. The best advice the book gives is to always have positive energy and to let go of drama (if you are already someone who believes in "getting what you give" then you can probably go spend your 20 dollars elsewhere)Cons:- 20 dollars for a thin little paperback book?! (the glossy photos must account for this! Glad I got a good deal for it here on Ebay!)- Can be read in less than an hour.-Very little information of actual substance (Do we really care about the fact that you don't eat fruit in tandem with any other foods if it were a miracle diet solution? Do we really want to hear all about how you had a colonoscopy in full detail so that you could get a "Rooty Tooty Fresh and Fruity Booty!"?)- This book is advertised as a guide to style and to life, but the information is very brief and very general.
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